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buildings looking onto the old har-
bor will amaze you as they are rem-
iniscent to a bygone age when the 
east was harmoniously ‘flirting’ 
with the west. The old harbor of 
Chania was built by Venetians be-
tween 1320 and 1356. Nowadays, 
you can do yourself the favor and 
take a long walk along the large 
bay, from one side to the other, 
between the Lighthouse and The 
Firkas Fortress. 
The harbor is packed with numer-
ous cute cafes, tavernas serving 
fresh fish and Cretan dishes and 
bustling small bars promising an 
interesting time after dark. 

Pure fascination 
will overwhelm you 
when you will see it 
for the first time 

The old Harbour
A place to fall 
in love with
The picturesque old Town of Cha-
nia is altogether crowned by the 
beautiful old harbor attracting vis-
itors and locals like a magnet and, 
thus, turning it to the busiest part 
of the coastal front. 
All the little stone-paved alleys of 
this quarter of Chania lead to the 
old harbor and one way or an-
other, your enchanting walks will 
lead you to it. Pure fascination will 
overwhelm you when you will see 
it for the first time and the impos-
ing Venetian Lighthouse will cer-
tainly capture your vision at a first 
glance. 
Even if you may not be an archi-
tecture enthusiast, the first raw 
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The old town of Chania is burst-
ing with life and activity from the 
first sunlight until late at night. The 
closed market and the flea mar-
ket, small shops and picturesque 
houses with unique architecture, 
in court gardens with bougain-
villeas and other colorful flowers 
compose the puzzle of the town. 
A walk around the center feels like 
a peculiar treasure hunting, which 
leads you always to the same spot: 
The old venetian port. Across the 
pear which ends to the lighthouse 
that stands as a tireless guardian 
and protector of the city since the 
16th century, there are all sort of 
restaurant and bars, offering fresh 
fish or delicious Cretan specialties, 
the best view of the town and your 
strongest memory from your holi-
day in Chania.

The town of Chania is a magical 
destination itself, accumulating all 
of the beauty of the Mediterranean 
Sea, as well as the maagic of its 
cultures. Centuries of history are 
traceable in every corner and every 
alley of the town center. In the nar-
row streets of the hebrew neigh-
borhood, to the Halepa and the 
Kum Kappi, historical buildings, 
the ruins of the fortification walls, 
byzantine churches, mosques and 
neoclassical mansions mingle with 
the modern part of the town.
The access to the center of Cha-
nia is easy no matter which part of 
the municipality you choose to stay 
and so a visit to the town is defi-
nitely something one must do be-
fore leaving Crete.

Old Town
Chania

A walk around the 
center feels like a 
peculiar treasure 
hunting
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The first ever book 
about cooking in history 
was written by Greek.

The actual reference describes a 
wide and flat dough made of flour 
and water which is cut into strips. 
This dough called the “laganon” 
was transferred to Italy by the 
Greeks who colonized the area in 
the 8th century BC and was then 
renamed to Latin “laganum” or 
lasagne as it called nowadays! In 
addition, the first ever book about 
cooking in history was written by 
Greek Archestratos in 320 BC.

Greek myths reveal a lot about 
Greek cuisine and nutrition and 
most facts are confirmed by ar-
chaeological finds.
The ancient Greeks glorified ev-
erything beautiful. This is why 
grapes and wine had their own 
God, Dionysus. Another God, the 
son of Apollo, Aristaeus, was ac-
countable for teaching them how 
to make cheese. According to an-
other myth, God Hephaestus had 
created his own tool with which 
he manufactured ‘cords’ of dough, 
meaning pasta and the first refer-
ence in history about pasta is, in-
deed, made in 1000 BC in Greece 
in using the word “laganon”.

Greek cuisine
is legendary

not a myth!
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Enjoy delicious fresh fish and sea-
food dishes at this quiet tavern 
which is a must among locals and 
connoisseurs. 
It is also a beautiful choice if you 
wish to escape the buzzing center 
of Chania for a romantic and spe-
cial dinner by the sea. It lies on a 
quiet little port, Tabakaria, which 
used to house old leather-process-
ing warehouses dating back to the 
19th century. 
The stone-built buildings and the 
narrow passages of steep stairs 
leading down to the sea, create a 
unique architectural complex.
We strongly recommend Thalassi-
no Ageri for delicious fresh fish and 
seafood cooked in Mediterranean 
style. 
Grilled octopus and calamari, sea 
urchin salad, lobster with pasta 
and home-made bread will satisfy 
your palate. Try their specialty: fish 
soup, prepared with the daily catch 
and fresh vegetables. 
A taste you will never forget.

Tabakaria

Tabakaria used to 
house old leather-
processing 
warehouses back 
at the 19th century. 
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Tradition
During summertime there are doz-
ens of festivals and fairs organized 
in the wider area of Chania and they 
are beyond doubt the best way to 
get to know the unique culture of the 
Cretan people. Whether it is a family 
feast, a Cretan wedding you might-
crash in or one of the many festivals 
organized by the municipality or 
the prefecture (Agricultural August 
– introducing local food products, 
Wine Fair – getting to know local 
wine, Festivals to celebrate the Pa-
tron Saint etc) don’t miss out on that 
experience.
At the central square of a village you 
can dance hand in hand until the 
early morning with the locals their 
frantic dances, drink homemade 
raki and wine and sing for the joys 
and the sorrows of life a mantinada, 
accompanied by the Dionysian mel-
odies of the Cretan lyre!

dance hand in hand 
until the early morning 
with the locals
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Wander in the narrow 
paths and streets 
and discover the town 
history through the 
ages.  

seum and the Firka Fortress.  The 
Byzantine Collection, behind Firka, 
is at an entrance of the old town 
where many restored buildings 
date back to the Middle ages.
Admire the Franciscan monastery 
San Salvatore (15th century) and 
the neoclassical and old Venetian 
buildings at Theotokopoulou str. 
Wander in the narrow paths and 
streets and discover the town his-
tory through the ages.  Exit Zam-
beliou str. to Chalidon str. where 
the Archaeological Museum, the 
Hamam, the Catholic Church and 
the Orthodox Cathedral will draw 
your attention.  Buy souvenirs and 
herbs at the Municipal Market.
Beautiful Neoclassical buildings 
are found at Tzanakaki, Nearchou 
and Sfakianaki str.  

Chania is a town with a very long 
history that starts from the Mino-
an Era when it was called Kydonia, 
a very important city - state due to 
its port and the sea trade. The Pal-
ace of Kydonia lies under the mod-
ern city and that’s why it hasn’t 
been excavated. Since that era, 
Venetian, Arabs and Ottomans 
conquered and left their “mark” in 
the town.
In 1898 Chania became the capi-
tal of the semi autonomous Cretan 
state until 1913 when Crete was 
officially united with Greece.  
Have a walk in the Old Port to-
wards the Lighthouse while en-
joying a panoramic view of various 
Venetian, Ottoman and Neoclassi-
cal buildings.
In the Harbour you can see Kiutsuk 
Hasan Mosque, the Maritime Mu-

Chania
tour
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Welcome to Boheme! We invite you 
to try our excellent suggestions for 
culinary delights, either you choose to 
enjoy breakfast, coffee, exquisite food 
with biological products and Cretan 
herbs or superb cocktails and drinks. 
Our touch to this unique place was 
made in respect of the history of the 
Old City of Chania and we hope the 
result will delight you. 

The building hosting Boheme, was 
part of the monks’ cells of the Monas-
tery of Saint Francis. 
The roof of Boheme is made of inter-
war’s slats of German Railway and is 
decorated with original works of the 
great Greek artist Giannis Kyrou. The 
plane tree, which dominates the court-
yard offering generously its shadow, is 
about 400 years old and sole witness 
of the place. 

tender
& serve!
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Cosy restaurant at the old Port with 
a quiet back yard, suitable for every 
occasion. Innovative menu of Cre-
tan cuisine with creative touches 
and fresh seasonal ingredients. 
Rich wine list with many Greek 
brands, that pair perfectly with the 
menu. Ménu degustation and spe-
cial wine tasting events. 

Overlooking the entire village of Pla-
tanias, Cosmos Restaurant awaits 
you, eager to share the secrets of 
Mediterranean tastes. Quality, luxu-
ry and balance form the philosophy 
of the owners. Lengthy list of wines 
and spirits, and friendly staff that 
will help you select the mouth-wa-
tering dish and make your day.

Old Village - Platanias
28210 68558

www.cosmos-restaurant.gr

38-40 Kondilaki - Old town
2821 111427

Cosmos

Kritamon

Nama
In the most privileged spot of Chania’s  
harbor, you will find Nama. A classy 
place to have your coffee, cocktail and 
dinner! The delicious food of creative 
cuisine which praises the “sophisti-
cated” ingredients of cretan earth, the 
updated wine list of the sommelier, the 
astonished view to the lighthouse and 
the marina, as well as the stylish inte-
rior and exterior design, will defiantly 
capture your senses. 
The owners are passionate with 
their job and they take care of every-
thing in order to offer you a memora-
ble and fascinating experience.  
As for the night, selected music,  
vibes, dancing moves and interest-
ing figures enhance the atmosphere 
and the summer mood. 

Fine
Dinning!

Pallas
It is the place which presence changed 
significantly the entertainment in the 
area of the harbor. The building that 
houses Pallas, is  truly, a living piece of 
the history, built in 1830, as home to Ali 
Pasha. 
Pallas is known for its classy, sophis-
ticated but still modern style. Bright 
areas with sofas, wooden tables, 
atmospheric bar, divine dishes, sig-
nature cocktails, magnificent sea view, 
overlooking the light house, courteous 
reception and excellent service, elec-
tro- lounge- classic soul & funk music, 
everything perfectly selected in order 
to create a luxurious comfort and un-
forgettable moments.
The surprising innovative creative 
Mediterranean cuisine based on fresh 
traditional Cretan products and culinary 
delicacies with a local touch in the reci-
pes, constitute an ideal environment for 
your appetite and will surely upgrade 
your gastronomy point of view.
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Tholos Restaurant in a continual trying of 
a better quality meals and with the expe-
rience that we have of all these years from 
our service we offer to you a special menu 
based to Creta Diet. 
Our meals are prepared with a traditional 
way which make them to be special and 
tasty. Our musical selections from tradi-
tional Cretan music to jazz and classic  will 
be with you until morning hours. 
In to a place with two levels on the ruins of 
an Venetian building and with a careful dec-
oration. Tholos Restaurant every day proves 
why is at the top of the preference. One visit 
will make you fanatic frequenters to it.

Ag. Deka 36, Chania
Tel: +30 2821 046725
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Unleash 
your consuming 
instincts!

If you are a fashionista do not for-
get to visit the fashion boutiques 
of the town center.
Take some time to discover lo-
cal boutiques offering famous 
brands as well as alternative de-
signers’ creations.
You will be surprised with the 
carefully picked fashion items 
and their fair prices!
Sales period starts in mid July. 
Don’t miss out!

Shop till you drop as if you are in 
Paris or in Milan, only in a smaller 
scale!
Chania may turn out to be a para-
dise for the aspiring shopaholics.
Fancy boutiques, luxury jewelry 
stores, handmade accessories 
shops, spa centers, and of course 
everything that has to do with the 
beach, ranking from arm floats to 
snorkels and from swimsuits to 
sunscreens you can find in abun-
dance and in a wide variety in the 
shops of Chania.

Shopping
downtown
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They say that the right accesso-
ries complement or even highlight 
an impressing or a less impressive 
outfit. A pair of shoes or a nice 
bag, an original pendant or a fancy 
hat, a silk colorful scarf or a hand-
made brace- let to match your 
summer mood and keep as a sou-
venir from your visit in Chania, may 
turn out to be some- thing that you 
will never let go of. Lounge around 
the little shops and it is certain 
that a little something will catch 
your eye.
Have you ever seriously consid-
ered what you need in order to 
make a fashionable appearance 
at the beach? Surely the first thing 

that comes to mind is a trendy 
swimming suit. But this is only the 
beginning.
Check your suitcase and make 
sure you have at least one match-
ing tunic, a beach towel, fancy 
sunglasses, a straw hat, a head 
band, flip flops or sandals, a com-
fy beach pillow, a sea mattress, a 
flask, all kind of sun- screen and 
after sun products and last but not 
least a colorful big beach bag to fit 
everything in.
In case you have forgotten any of 
the above, there is no need to pan-
ic! You’ll find just what you need 
and much more at the numerous 
shops of the island.

Effortless 
style
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JEWELLERY & MORE
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Building on the long tradition of 
jewelry art dating back in the an-
cient times, modern greek jewelry 
designers are considered both 
technically as well as aesthetical-
ly amongst the best of the world. 
Their refined detailed work stands 
out for its finesse and elegance. 

In the island of Crete one may 
find some of the most renowned 
boutiques in Greece, emphasizing 
in handmade jewelry work. For 
those who wish to offer a truly 
unique and exquisite present to the 
most loved ones don’t forget that 
a handmade piece of jewelry may 
only be compared to a piece of art.

Greek 
jewelry 

designers
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The traditional market “Agora” is 
only a small part of the town where 
you can find souvenirs.
If you want to go treasure hunt- ing 
follow the narrow paths behind the 
old port.
If you want to go real shopping 
for clothing, shoes, bags and ac- 
cessories follow the pink route on 
the map.

In Mousouron, Chatzimichali Gi-
annari, Tsouderon, Skalidi and 
Halidon streets, you will discover 
numerous boutiques that offer 
clothing in very good prices. Cross 
Chatzimichali Giannari, visit the 
upper part of the town and dis-
cover multiple choices in Papan-
dreou str for shoe shop- ping or 
Apokoronou str for sun glasses 
and opticals.

Shopping 
routes

Shopping in Chania can 
be a fun and relaxing 
experience!
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Olive oil is the basis of the Cretan 
diet and the elixir of Cretans for lon-
gevity and good health. 
The fine quality of Cretan oil, with 
its dark green color and its strong 
fruity flavor is the first and the last 
addition to every traditional Cretan 
delicacy.  
Virgin olive oil has no mixtures and 
additives. Olive oil with acidity be-
low one is also considered to be one 
of the finest.
Before leaving the island don’t for-
get to bring with you the taste and 
sense of Crete trapped in a small 
bottle of virgin olive oil.

Olive oil 
& olives

Olive oil is the elixir of 
Cretans for longevity.
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The beautiful sandy beach of Agia 
Marina is less than 10km away 
from Chania. It is one of the most 
popular summer resorts amongst 
the locals, as it combines a relax-
ing scenery and all the essential 
elements for a pleasant staying: 
a variety of choices in accommo-
dation, many picturesque taverns 
and restaurants, as well as beach 
bars and nightclubs, for those 
seeking for some action.
From Agia Marina you may sail 
to the islands of Agioi Theodoroi, 
were the last of the famous cretan 
wild goats “Kri – Kri” live.
And since you are officially a prov-
en nature lover, just 1,5km south 
of the little church of Agia Marina, 
there is the cave of Nerospilia (wa-
tercave), which was used during 
Minoan times as a place of worship.

Agia 
Marina

One of the most popular 
summer resorts amongst 
the locals.
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The need for sweet flavors is evi-
dent also in Cretan diet. Honey and 
home-made spoon sweets satisfy 
that need! 
Honey varieties are based on the 
blossoms pollen or the trees juices 
the bees collect. 
Thus, there is flower-honey (soft 
flavor with light colour and thick-
ness), thyme-honey (more spicy 
and light colour) and pine-honey 
(stronger flavor, less sweet with 
darker color). 
Spoon sweets in Greece are nu-
merous as they are made of grape 

seeds, cherry, orange/bergamot 
peels, whole fruits (mandarin,fig), 
rose petals, and fresh nuts (pista-
chio, walnut).  The sirup is a natural 
preservant. On Crete, kserotigana 
is a traditional sweet made of flour, 
raki and water, which is deep fried 
thin stripes of dough. 
Another popular sweet with dough 
honey and also feta, is sfakiani pita 
which may look like a pancake but 
it’s taste it totally divine.

Sweet 
surprises
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and from sunrises to sunsets! 
This idyllic setting along the north 
coastline of Chania county con-
sidered the wealthiest and busiest 
area of the region. A tourist magnet 
only 20 minutes from the interna-
tional airport and the gorgeous 
Chania Town and a mere half hour 
from the harbour.
Stylish but at the same time ide-
al for a relaxing holiday, a linear 
settlement along the coastal road 
with a fantastic and well organised 
sandy beach that combines all that 
you have everdreamed of and, 
most importantly, without losing 
its traditional wit. Select from a 
plethora of accommodation styles 
and make your holiday suit your ex-
pectations, whether you are seek-
ing luxury or Cretan simplicity and 
local traditionalism. Include a visit 
to Ano Platanias, the old village up 
on the hill for impressive views of 
the Cretan sea and the Aegean and 
delicious tastes of the true Cretan 
cuisine.

Stylish but at the same 
time ideal for a relaxing 
holiday.

Platanias, just 11km away from 
Chania, was planted on the map 
of Crete, to foster the desire of the 
visitor to wander from the busy 
north coast to the routes of the 
White Mountains and the plateau 
of omalos.  This contradiction that 
characterizes the wider region, en-
hances an internal division to the 
visitor: why would someone come 
to Platanias?
To have a cosmopolitan holiday or 
to experience a quiet break from 
reality? The answer is indeed as 
simple as your mood in the morn-
ing, while enjoying a full breakfast, 
tasting  local delicacies in one of 
the hundreds “cozy” lodgings of 
Platania. In other words it’s what 
Greek people would describe with 
such accuracy: “whatever you are 
craving for!” From beaches and 
excursions to places where man 
has not dared to “intervene”, to 
beach bars, water sports, loud 
music and all day parties, from fish 
taverns to gourmet restaurants 

Platanias
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Chania, apart from the little se-
crets that can be discovered dur-
ing the day, holds a big one for the 
night hours: one of the best night-
life’s in Greece!
Endless cafes, clubs and bars are 
gathered around numerous streets 
mainly in Chania town, Platanias 
and Agia Marina but also in other 
areas. An afternoon coffee can be 
followed by a light cocktail and an 
evening schnapps will be the start-
ing point for a long night-life full of 
music, dancing and drinking.
With its variety of choices Chania 
can satisfy any request, from a 
cocktail in a Jazz bar by the sea to 
megaclubs where dancing never 
stops. It’s up to you to decide and 
let yourself enjoy all that Chania 
has to offer….

Nightlife, 
come and 
play

One of the best 
nightlife’s in Greece!
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greek meze
the philosophy
of simplicity!

The Greek word ‘meze’ defines 

a culinary delicacy served in a 

small-sized dish which accompa-

nies ouzo, tsipouro, tsikoudia / raki 

in the good company of friends.  

Consisting of delicious nibbles of 

fish, meat, vegetables and cheeses 

they are easy to prepare and serve 

at any point throughout the day. 

Place a slice of feta cheese with 

a few drops of Greek olive oil and 

some fragrant oregano in a dish and 

see how fast it will be consumed!  

Some Greek olives accompanying a 

fresh red tomato cut in 4 and a crisp 

cucumber will inundate you with 

Greek aromas and teach you the art 

of simplistic taste. 

Each Greek region has its own 

‘meze’ preferences!
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Avrofiliton cafe-restaurant is the meeting 
point in the centre of Platanias for travellers 
and local people as well. Here you will find 
the most well known tastes of our traditional 
kitchen and some special international 
dishes, including home made pizza and 
spaghetti. Also here you can enjoy real 
mezes plates (tapas).

Platanias village Chania
Tel: +30 28210 68992

e-mail: aurofiliton@hotmail.com

Avrofiliton
18

enjoy real 
traditional 
delicacies 

..Savor these tasteful small dishes 
of Cretan diet, in Avrofiliton, one of 
the oldest and most well known 
taverns in Platania, where you can 
enjoy real traditional delicacies of 
Greek and Cretan gastronomy
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Food in Crete is in fact a ritual, so 
take the time to really savour per-
fumes, juices and colors. 
Cretan cuisine is characterized by 
“simple” tastes, which allow even 
an untrained palate to distinguish 
all flavors!
A good meal may be accompa-
nied by the right local wine – do 
not fear to try non bottled wine, in 
many occasions it is proved to be 
of exquisite quality or even the fa-
mous raki, ideal for every occasion 
according to Cretans!

Cretan
Gastronomy
project

Cretans’ high life expectancy is 
attributed to the benefits of cretan 
diet which includes vegetables, 
herbs, aromatic plants, high olive 
oil consumption, honey, pulses 
and of course fish.
This “secret” is lavishly shared in 
many restaurants and taverns, es-
pecially the ones that put empha-
sis in local cuisine and products, 
often cultivated by their own family 
production. 
If you visit the island at the end of 
July to beginning of August, do not 
miss out on tasting all sorts of lo-
cal products and delicacies on the 
food festival that takes place every 
year at Platanias municipality.
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WINE - BEER - SPIRITS
DELICATESSEN & MORE… 
Olea Shopping Center 234  Dimokratias Str. Platanias, Chania  
T: +30 28210 38261 FB: Vinoteca del Mundo 
Free Parking for our Customers
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Wine
& Raki

is part of the 
healthy Cretan diet.

Wine appeared on Crete during 
the Minoan Era and since then it 
always accompanies any formal or 
informal event. 
Mild winter, hot summer and dry 
early autumn, form ideal weather 
conditions for grapes to ripe and 
offer the best juice for wine. 
Mandilari, Kotsifali Liatiko and Vi- 
lana are a few of the indigenous 
varieties of wine. 
Most Cretans consume daily a 
couple of glasses of wine, to en-
hance blood pressure and to main-
tain their strength.  

During wine production, there are 
no additives or any processing with 
other ingredients. That is why local 
wine is part of the healthy Cretan 
diet. Raki is distilled from remains 
of stems and grape seed husks. 
The pure alcohol – as strong as 
the producer wants it - is scented 
with herbs, when scented with an-
ise seed Ouzo is produced. Locals 
produce their own wine and raki (in 
their own distillery).
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Herbs are part of Cretan tradition 
and were used by the inhabit-
ants of the island in pharmacy, in 
cooking and in making cosmetics, 
since antiquity. 1800 different kind 
of herbs, grow in the island’s rocky 
mountains and beaches and 197 
of them are unique! 
Some of the island’s most com-
mon herbs are dictamus, maloti-
ra, sage, marjoram, chamomile, 
thyme, and oregano. 
They are famous for their antisep-
tic and analgetic effects and they 
have been Cretan women’s well 
hidden secret for beauty.

1800 different kind of herbs, 
grow in the island’s rocky 
mountains and beaches. 

Herbs
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It might sound like a truism when a 
tourist guide advertising a summer 
destination refers to its beaches as 
“incredible”, but when it comes to 
Chania this is in fact the truth. 
Whether you are looking for busy 
beaches with all kind of amenities 
or isolated paradises on earth, it is 
there!

Incredible
beaches

All you have to do 
is look for it…
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Falassarna

After 30 minutes of easy driving, 
and even though you realize you 
are only 5 minutes away from diving 
into the cool blue sea and drinking 
your coffee under the shade of 
your umbrella, one cannot resist 
making a stop at the top of the hill 
past Platanos village. 
You owe it to yourself to spend a 
few minutes just to imprint within 
you, the beauty of the landscape. 
And you will stand before it with 
the same reverence and respect 
that one stands in front of an 
artwork, gazing at the endless 
coast line where the gold of the 
sand becomes one with the blue 
of the sea and then again where 
it meets the deep green of the 
cultivations.

Discover quite corners 
around the beach that 
you may savour the 
sea on your own.
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Besides, the south coast of the 
island has many hidden beauties 
and pleasures waiting to be dis-
covered…
A dive in the sea of Elafonissi feels 
like a dive to your years of inno-
cence, and for that reason only it 
is a priceless experience. Before 
arriving at the beach however you 
may make a stop at the monas-
tery of Chrysoskaliotissa, located 
about 5 km away from Elafonissi 
and built high on a rock. Visit the 
historic monastery and look for the 
golden step, which according to 
the legend, is a proof of your faith 
to the divine, or even to your own 
self…

If someone asked you which is 
your happiest childhood memory, 
you would probably include, “a day 
at the beach splashing my feet in 
the shallow waters of the sea”. 
Your visit to Elafonissi could be in a 
way, a trip to your childhood.
Every single of these small, child-
ish desires that connect you to 
the summer will be awoken the 
moment you look from afar at the 
scenery: to build castles on the 
sand, to lie right at the point where 
the waves break, to jump up and 
down in the water until you make 
your friends wet, to eat ice cream, 
to search every inch of the white 
sand in quest for corrals, to walk 
through the lagoon up until the is-
land and feel like a castaway and a 
conqueror at the same time! 

Elafonissi

Your visit to Elafonissi 
could be in a way, 
a trip to your childhood.
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Driving down to the southern 
part of the prefecture there are 
numerous beaches to take a dive, 
which can be combined with 
excursions to some of the most 
beautiful sceneries Crete has to 
show. Sougia, built right at the 
exit of Saint Irene’s Gorge with its 
endless pebbles beach, used to be 
one of the most popular sites for the 
hippies in the seventies.
For those who would rather live a 
more primitive experience, visit the 
isolated beach of Agios Antonios, 
literally lost in the lavish green of 
the pine trees surrounding the bay. 

South 
beaches

Frangokastelo, was named after 
the Venetian castle of the area and 
is best known for a unique natural 
phenomenon, appearing in the early 
morning of the first days of June, 
called “Drosoulites”: humanoid 
shadows are seen moving towards 
the church of Saint Charalambos, 
until they disappear in the sea.

some of the most 
beautiful sceneries 
Crete has to show.
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your own version of a balos, the 
slow, leisurely type, as is the re-
laxing, harmonious scenery of the 
Gramvousa just opposite Balos. 
And when you are tired, lay on the 
shore, leave your head half way 
into the sea and let yourself enjoy 
the joyous, lyrical melodies of the 
landscape…
On your way back, you may stop in 
the picturesque port of Kolymbari 
to eat fresh fish that fishermen 
bring every morning and also drink 
good local wine. 
You can find happiness in small 
things after all!

Balos is what most locals would 
describe as heaven on earth, and 
heaven can indeed be very close to 
your hotel. It only takes a small boat 
trip from Kastelli’s port and you are 
there. The name «Balos» could have 
been randomly chosen to namethis 
beach, but it is a perfect way to de-
scribe it as it connotes the famous 
island dance «Balos». Balos has 
an exotic beauty, but it also brings 
together most of the beauties of the 
greek landscape. 
All colors of the greek seas can 
be found in its waters and, as the 
waves come and go through the 
reefs and the rocks, you get the 
feeling that the sea dances a fast, 
rhythmic balos to seduce its visi-
tors. It is pointless to resist: throw 
your stuff on the sand and through 
yourself to the dance! Wade your 
feet in the shallow waters, dancing 

Balos

All colors of the greek 
seas can be found in 
its waters.
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There could be many things one 
may write to describe Paleochora: 
the narrow streets with the little 
shops, the restaurants with the ab-
solutely delicious local food, the pic-
turesque port and the daily cruses 
to Gaidouronisi. But at the end of 
the day Paleochora is all about its 
amazing beaches: endless sandy 
beaches followed by pebble ones, 
followed by small bays with crys-
tal clear waters, followed by rocky 
beaches where the deep blue of the 
sea simply embraces the horizon. 

For those who want to enjoy their 
private “salty spa” by themselves or 
with their beloved ones, take a lot 
of water, fresh fruit and a couple of 
beers and look for the successive 
small bays on the western part of 
the village. 

Paleochora
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The crossing of Samaria Gorge is an 
experience beyond words, although it is 
more than obvious that dozens of ad-
jectives would be “flattered” in case they 
were chosen to describe it. 
And though it seems difficult to con-
vince the visitors of Chania to leave the 
comfort of the lounge and the coolness 
of the beach to travel on foot a distance 
of 12 km, a few images, some captured 
on paper some imprinted in the memory 
of those who have already dared it, are 
enough to change their minds. Omalos 
plateau is the starting point of the walk. 
From the very first moment of this jour-
ney, you will feel like closing behind you 
the door to the real world and entering a 
magical place, as if painted by El Greco’s 
brush or written by Kazantzakis’ pen. 

And if the talent of the two great Cre-
tan artists suffices to depict the beau-
ty of the landscape, a few lines written 
in a tourist guide will certainly not do 
justice. 
So the only way to really know Sa-
maria Gorge, is by walking through it. 
During your walk don’t forget to keep 
your eyes and ears wide as you will be 
taking a trip to Noah’s Ark along with 
400 species of fauna and 650 plant 
species, hosted in the site.

Samaria 
Gorge
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Index

19-20 Tompazi Coast - Old harbor

6944 734439

Nama
Lounge café and restaurant with a splendid view to the Lighthouse. 
Enjoy everything, from breakfast and coffee to lunch, dinner or 
cocktail. Gourmet suggestions, original cocktails, very extensive 
wine list and a specialist to help you select the glass of wine of your 
choice. The fun never ends with exciting events and parties. 

f: NamaBarCafeRestaurant

15 Akti Tompazi - Old harbor

28210 45688

Pallas
An elegant lounge restaurant housed inside an historic building, 
dating back in 1830. Fresh local ingredients: meat, fish, 
vegetables and choicy products from Italy, used in a cuisine that 
will amaze you. If you prefer a meal with a view, go to the roof 
garden and enjoy the magic of  Thea Thalassa Restaurant.

www.pallaschania.gr

Sofoklis Venizelos Sq. & Str. Tzanakaki 2

28210 52280 www.kydonhotel. com

Square Restaurant
Classy lunch and dining with a view over the square and 
Market of Chania. Selected, fresh ingredients from all over 
Crete are prepared with care and imagination by the chef, Iosif 
Apostolakis. Recipes from the Cretan heritage with a modern 
Mediterranean touch. Extensive wine list with delicious Cretan, 
Greek and international wines.

35 Vivilaki str. -Tabakaria

28210 51136 www.thalasino-ageri.gr

Thalassino Ageri
Thalassino Ageri means sea breeze. And that’s what this tavern 
is: sitting by the sea, in a quiet moor of old Chania, you feel 
the salty breeze on your cheek and smell the aromas of grilled 
octopus and freshly fried fish balls on your plate. Enjoy the most 
romantic dinner in locals’ secret place for fish and seafood.

Index
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3

4
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Harris Cotton
Refresh your wardrobe! Haris Cotton was established in 1975 
as a manufacturing company of women’s and men’s clothing. 
The designers Haris and Eva, create timeless silhouettes with 
youthful and sophisticated flair that satisfy their ever-expanding 
customer base.  You can find collections that embody modern 
sensibility with a vintage vibe, lace decorations, stylized floral 
patterns and geometric prints fill their creations.

84 Chalidon str, Old Town
28210 95395

www.hariscotton.gr
f: Haris Cotton

8

Sifaka & Melhisedek str. - Maheradika

28210 51582 www.adespotochania.gr

Adespoto
Romantic courtyard covered with grapevines and bougainvillea, 
just like in the 1960’s. Cretan cuisine with fresh local products and 
a modern twist. Musicians play live Greek melodies every evening 
and turn your meal into a magical experience, a trip to the past, into 
the Greece of our fathers that has long been forgotten.

Bohème
An atmospheric, refined and lovely bar restaurant. Its romantic 
courtyard, full of blazing colours and plants, offer a gateway to 
other times. Boheme it’s a wise choice either for its cuisine or for its 
wide selection of drinks and cocktails, able to cover even the most 
particular requirements.

Tholos
Tholos restaurant is located in the Old Town of Chania in the 
remains of a Venetian building. It has been for many years one 
of the best restaurants in Chania. A lovely two-level place with 
traditional Cretan cuisine, a carefully selected wine list, beautiful 
atmosphere and authentic people always willing to provide the best 
possible hospitality and service.

5

6

26 -28 Chalidon str, Old Town

28210 95955

Ag. Deka 36

28210 46725

fb: Bohème

fb: Tholos Restaurant
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Olive Natural
A shop offering a wide selection of natural cosmetics based on 
olive oil and mastic, traditional local products such as honey, 
high-quality olive oil, various spices, liqueurs based on fruits and 
the famous Cretan raki. You may also find wonderful wooden art 
crafts made of olive tree. Exceptional gifts for your beloved ones 
from your trip to Crete. 

Sifis
Colourful designer jewellery shop, where you’ll find the objects 
of your dreams. Sifis Stavroulakis has devoted his life to creating 
fabulous jewels and to the discovery of talented designers. 
Find his collection and many other creations in the Old Town 
of Chania. Imaginative designs, delicate lines and amazing 
craftsmanship.

Blanc Du Nil
Or else «White of the Nile “according to the English translation, 
specializes in white pure Egyptian cotton clothing, for men and 
women.  Banc de Nil garments are known for their precise, chic 
and timeless cuts.  Beautiful styles carefully selected to satisfy 
people who prefer comfortable, qualitative and easy to maintain 
garments for their wardrobe. 

 Platanias Sq.

28210 84996

54 Hatzimihali Ntaliani str.

28210 50335, 6973554207

1. Platanias Sq. -Platanias| 2. Mitropoleos Sq. Chania

www.sifisjewellery.gr

Jay Jay
Authentic staekhouse with European &  Argentine steak in Ano Ag. 

Marina.The ideal place for meat lovers!

Agia Marina

28210 84900 www.jayjayssteakhouse.com
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Dos Amigos
One of the best Mexican restaurants in Crete. Here, you don’t just 
enjoy delicious Mexican dishes, such as nachos, chimichangas, 
burritos and fajitas. It is also a very high class steak house, with 
juicy steaks, served with the best sauces ever! Check out the 
cocktail list, enjoy the large helpings at very good prices.

Almira beach bar restaurant
A place for the entire day and the entire family. Almira Beach Bar 
Restaurant offers a unique opportunity for relaxation by the sea, 
then a delicious meal, while your children are happily engaged 
in the playground. Excellent cuisine, local and international, 
mouthwatering desserts and refreshing cocktails for the night, as 
you watch the moon rise from the sea.

Symposum
A trendy and very classy restaurant in Platanias, where Cretan 
and Mediterranean cuisine are taken to a new level, thanks to the 
freshness and purity of the raw materials. Everything is organic and 
free range. Great variety of vegetarian suggestions. Extensive wine 
list with Greek and international wines.

Splendid
The No 1 Club and Party location in Platanias. The fun begins here 
and your holiday becomes perfect. All-night partying with the best 
music. Dance all night, free yourself, live on the edge at one of the 
hottest spots of Chania. Special events and famous guest DJs 
every week.

Platanias

28210 84500

Agia Marina

28210 84960

Platanias

28210 60545

Platanias

28210 60346

f: Almira-Agia-Marina-Chania-Crete

www.symposium.com.gr

f: Symposium Restaurant

www.dosamigos.gr

www.splendid-chania.gr
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Vinoteca Del Mundo
Within the modern Olea shopping mall lies La Vinoteca del Mundo 
. More than 250 sophisticated wine labels from both Greek and 
foreign vineyards, beers from small Greek and foreign breweries, 
an array of premium champagne, whisky and rum labels are 
showcased on its shelfs. All the above ideally paired with traditional 
products from Crete and other regions of Greece.

Olea Shopping Center 234  Dimokratias Str. Platanias

28210 38261 f: Vinoteca del Mundo

The Stones
Secluded quiet restaurant, beautifully set in a romantic green 
courtyard in Platanias. Experienced staff and friendly atmosphere. 
Here, you can taste authentic Mediterranean cuisine, prepared and 
served with care and professionalism. Enjoy the large helpings and 
excellent quality. Great value for money.

Platanias

28210 38344
www.thestones.gr

f: The Stones Restaurant Caffe Bar

Avrofiliton cafe-restaurant is the meeting 
point in the centre of Platanias for travellers 
and local people as well. Here you will find 
the most well known tastes of our traditional 
kitchen and some special international 
dishes, including home made pizza and 
spaghetti. Also here you can enjoy real 
mezes plates (tapas).

Platanias village Chania
Tel: +30 28210 68992

e-mail: aurofiliton@hotmail.com

Avrofiliton
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19
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Avrofiliton
The restaurant is located in the heart of Platanias village. It is family 
owned and one of the oldest restaurants in town. Undoubtedly it 
is a friendly place to have your meals, perfect for families, with 
loose atmosphere and tasteful local dishes. You can also choose 
the mezes plates (tapas), which nicely accompany a cold glass of 
beer, wine, ouzo or raki.

Platanias

28210 68992
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Almiras Family Restaurant 
Admire the beautiful Platanias sunset and the Mediterranean 
Sea while enjoying homemade delights in the terrace of 
“Almiras“restaurant. A nice and cozy family restaurant, very friendly 
to children and known for its Cretan meals, cooked with extra 
virgin olive oil and the freshest ingredients of their own production. 
Almiras’ family is looking forward to welcoming you!

Platanias
28210 60083 www.almiras.gr
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Waves
It is located actually on the beach, where you can relax in a quiet, 
friendly environment, actually next to the beautiful sea while tasting 
well-cooked delicious meals of Mediterranean and local cuisine. 
Suitable to satisfy all the family since it provides a playground for 
our little friends, a swimming pool and of course the sandy beach.

Platanias

28210 60711 www.waves-restaurant.com

Captain Nick’s

Captain Nick takes you on a glass bottom cruise to the islets of 
Thodorou and Lazaretta. Explore the nature, catch glimpses of the 
wild Kri Kri goat or just enjoy a day by the crystal water. He is great 
with children, a day of guaranteed fun for our little friends.

Old Harbour Chania

+30 6944 156831 www.captainnickchania.com

Pirgos
At a short driving distance from Chania you meet Pirgos, a friendly 
and homy tavern well known for its traditional recipes. Visiting 
Pirgos you will defiantly sense the Cretan hospitality and warmth 
of the personnel and the owners.. The beautiful yard and the joyful 
playground is fantastic for the children who can play pleasantly 
while you are relaxing. 

Platanias

28210 60333

Cugini the Italian Restaurant
A promising new entry in Platanias’ gastronomy, where you can 
find delicious pizza in wood oven, spaghetti, salads, and many 
more delights from its carefully selected menu made of fresh 
and pure raw materials. The ambience is very pleasant, modern 
and the staff welcomes you gently and willing to provide the best 
possible service.

Platanias

28210 68811 f: Cugini-the-Italian-Restaurant
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SeaKing
Enjoy an unforgettable sightseeing tour in the bay area of Platanias. 
You will have the chance to see the spectacular coastal sites, 
admire the high White Mountains, learn some history, and of 
course enjoy swimming and snorkeling in crystal clear waters. The 
crew is professional and focused on how to offer you the best of the 
tour. You’ll be amazed!

Platanias Harbour

Argiris: +30 6977 444952 |Antonis: +30 6986 947118

Index
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A blonde, light lager, cool and re- 
freshing, with rich foam, easy-
to-drink that pairs perfectly with 
Greek flavors and recipes, goes by 
the name ALFA. 
It has a discreet aroma and is one of 
the oldest beer brands in Greece 
since it is already 54 years old. 
ALFA Beer was the first beer 
carrying a Greek brand name 
(‘ALFA’ comes from the first letter 
of the Greek alphabet, implying 
top quality). ALFA Beer, with its 
glowing golden-yellow color and its 
gentle aroma of malt and yeast, is 
produced by the Athenian Brewery 
following the old traditional recipe, 
using Greek barley. 
Moreover, its bottle shape has 
many similarities with the original 
ALFA bottle that appeared in the 
1960s. ALFA is the beer that keeps 
us company when we are enjoying 
our most authentic, relaxed, and 
carefree moments, the ones we 
share either with people, or in the 
places where we feel the “ALFA 
side of ourselves”.

A few words about 

ALFA Beer
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